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The House met at 11-00 of the Clock

(PROTEM SPEAKER IN THE CHAIR)

Business of the House

[Text in Telugu]

[Text in Telugu]
PROTEM SPEAKER:— Please allow me to speak.

(At this stage Sri B. Gopal was seen advancing towards the Speaker)
(Sri Baquer Agha was seen wrenching the mike and he was striking the desk with the broken rod of the mike)

(interruptions)

(Members from both sides were seen standing in their seats and shouting which was not audible)

(Sri B. Gopal was seen wrenching the mike)

PRO-TEM SPEAKER:— No, this is not proper. Please sit down. Please allow me.

(interruptions)

Please sit down

(interruptions)

If this is the case, I adjourn the House.

(The House then adjourned at 11.10 a.m.)

THE HOUSE REASSEMBLED AT 11.18 a.m.

(Frontal Speaker in the Chair)
SRI A. MADAN MOHAN:— Sir, I am on my legs. Before actually the proceedings are initiated to-day, we made an appeal to the Hon'ble Speaker yesterday to provide proper protection and safety to the Members of the House, so that the deliberations and discussions can go through in a very peaceful manner. Yesterday, the British Broadcasting Corporation made an announcement saying—"what all happened here, in this House, it is Congress-I which was responsible". It is such a mischief unfounded, baseless, deliberate, wilful, intentional type of saying and that is going on against this country by some of the powers-that-be and I request the Hon'ble Speaker to order for the arrest of the Correspondent who has made such a mischievous correspondence. That is going on

(Interruptions) — (Shouts of Shame Shame)

Pro tem Speaker:— I am not going to yield. Please resume your seats. Let me explain first — then I am prepared to listen all of you one by one.

(Interruptions Shouts Counter Shouts)

SRI A. MADAN MOHAN:— Sir, before actually we initiated the proceedings for to-day, we had made an appeal to the Hon'ble Speaker, i.e., yesterday and again I am making an appeal on behalf of all the Members, irrespective of the Treasury Benches or otherwise, to-day, saying — first to ensure proper security to the Members of the Legislative Assembly. Yesterday, we have seen one of the Hon'ble Member of the Legislative Assembly was carrying the pistol. Even inflammable material was brought in this House and...

(shouts of shame shame)

(Interruptions—Shouts—loud noise)

(Some Hon'ble Members removed the microphones and began beating their desks)

Pro tem Speaker:— I am not going to allow all these things— I am not yielding. I am appealing all the Hon'ble Members again to be quiet.
(Sri B. Gopal came near the Hon'ble Speaker's Podium and was prevented by some of the Marshals)

(PANDEMONIUM) ... (BELL)....

Pro tem Speake:— I am adjourning the House till 11-00 a.m., to-morrow.

(The House then adjourned to meet again at 11-00 a.m., the next day i.e., on Thursday the 13th September, 1984)
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(PROTEM SPEAKER IN THE CHAIR)

(Business of the House)

(పు. ప్ర. ర. డిని రాజియ: — పల్లిసా ఇట ఎలా నాడు?
మన దోసుతుంటాను కూడా, మన మన సామాన్యం, మన మన సామాన్యం సామాన్యం సామాన్యం సామాన్యం సామాన్యం?

(హోస్టస్ స్పీకర్)

(పు. ప్ర. ర. డిని రాజియ: — సాయి తీస్తూ ప్రారంభించండి యాదాద్రి ఇద్దరు.

(హోస్టస్ స్పీకర్)

(పు. ప్ర. ర. డిని రాజియ: — పాలు, ఎలా ఎలా పాలు ఎలా?

(పు. ప్ర. ర. డిని రాజియ: — సాయి తీస్తూ ప్రారంభించండి యాదాద్రి ఇద్దరు.

(పు. ప్ర. ర. డిని రాజియ: — తినించ మిగిలి మిగిలి ఇట నాలుగు కార్యాలు

(పు. ప్ర. ర. డిని రాజియ: — మిగిలి మిగిలి ఇట నాలుగు కార్యాలు

}
12th September, 1984.

Business of the House

Please go to your seats. I am ordering you to go to your seats.
This is not good. Nobody should come here. Please allow me to tell something.
I request all the Hon’ble Members to keep quiet. This is not good.

I do not want to form a party to this. I adjourn the House.

(The House then adjourned at 11-07 a.m.)